AID and GX

- Afforestation
- Sustainable agriculture
- Water and lands
- Soil erosion
- Deforestation
- Alien species
- Fragmentation
- Sustainable development
- Irrigation
- Debt for nature swap
- Crop biodiversity

- Look at AID's new categories of recipients:
  - Most Needy
  - Graduated Developing
  - Etc.
  - Which one are contributing to fix Env. change?

- GX is basically an irreversible hard problem resulting from the development and expansion of civilizations and the race for power.

- On time scales important to particular civilizations, cultural decades/centuries, the process is almost an irreversible one. The goal should be a slow down rate of change (transformation).

- Did not Wolden ever complete the land transformation project?

- Recommend a Symposium, supported by AID, on CX and Development (at a set of seminars at NAIRC in Summer 1990), on training managers, AID, and academic communities in 3rd World

- (could discuss CX and donor GX and donor GX, etc., seasonal forecasting using Enso, etc.)